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Forecasting applications based on hourly meteorological predictions for weather variables are nowadays used in energy market
operations, planning of gas and power supply, and renewable energy, among others. Available meteorological and climatological
data, as well as critical thresholds of rainfall, may also have a key role in the hazard classi�cation, related to slope instabilities of
pipelines and critical infrastructures along routes. �e present study concerns the performance of a weather forecast model in the
framework of an early warning system (EWS) application, which supports the integrity management of oil and gas pipelines. �is
EWS has been applied on to a speci�c area: the Val d’Agri basin in the Basilicata region of Southern Italy, which is extensively
a�ected by several landslides and �oods. �e hourly precipitation forecasts are provided by a dedicated meteorological model, the
KALM-HD, using two di�erent horizontal resolutions, 1.25 and 5 km, to analyze possible in�uences of the mesh grid size as well.
On this area, several weather stations were speci�cally deployed to obtain observed data in a region where hydrogeological hazards
are relevant for asset management. A comparison among observations and the KALM-HD scaled forecasts on six of these weather
stations is presented to assess the model performance. Besides, precipitation, temperature, and wind speed are evaluated as well.
�e forecasting analysis is performed considering two years of data both on an overall and seasonal basis. Results show that the
KALM-HD performs well with the 1.25 km grid, particularly on temperature and wind speed variables. Since weather stations can
be gathered in two main sets depending on their positions, di�erences arise in the forecast quality of these two groups, related to
orography and thermal e�ects, whose detection is di�cult in the typical narrow valleys characterizing the area of study. �is issue
prevalently in�uences temperatures and local winds, which, these latter, are generally underestimated, while precipitation is
mainly driven by synoptic circulation and its interaction with mesoscale meteorological features.

1. Introduction

In the framework of an early warning system (EWS) for
water and pollution risk project, aimed to prevent and
mitigate hydrogeological hazards along pipelines and stra-
tegic sites located along its routing, an application able to
monitor and predict the degree of these dangers has been
developed by the Eni company. It is well known that one of
the most signi�cant geohazards for onshore pipelines is

related to landslides induced by ground movements [1, 2].
�ese phenomena are often caused by prolonged or intense
rainfalls [3–5], and they can compromise the pipeline in-
tegrity (i.e., buckling, leaks, and structural failure) with
associated economical loss due to service disruption, envi-
ronmental pollution, and maintenance intervention [6–9].
In the period 1970–2019, a total of 1411 incidents were
reported in the European gas transmission network
(142,711 km), resulting in an annual primary failure
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frequency of 2.9×10−4 per km [10], while in the period
2010–2019, the vast majority of “ground movements” was
characterized by landslides.

Since this number is assumed to increase due to global
changes [11, 12], in particular, to an intensification of ex-
treme meteorological events [13, 14], landslide prediction at
the regional scale is becoming a hot topic within the sci-
entific community [15]. &is calls for bigger efforts for the
development of early warning procedures with the aim of
issuing timely warnings of an upcoming hazardous event to
temporarily reduce the exposure of vulnerable persons or
infrastructure [16]. &e forecasting of rainfall-triggered
natural hazards with a rapid onset such as landslides and
flash floods greatly benefits from numerical weather pre-
dictions (NWPs), especially from rainfall nowcasting and
short-term forecasting that offer predictions several hours
ahead [17]. Notwithstanding this, real forecasting initiatives,
especially in the landslide community, are scarce [18, 19].

&e EWS has been initially implemented in the Val
d’Agri basin, an area of the Basilicata region in Southern
Italy, to be further applied also on other Eni domains in Italy
(e.g., the SecureGas project [20], in the framework of the
European Horizon 2020 [21]). Using all available hydro-
geological, geomorphological, and geotechnical data, the
system defines critical thresholds of rainfall that can activate
slope instability [22, 23], as well as a hazard classification of
pipelines. In this context, rainfall meteorological forecasts
are, therefore, essential to give a predicted view of possible
hydrogeological-related hazards.

In this study, the NWP comes from a very high-reso-
lution model, named KALM-HD, developed inside the
framework of a more general forecast system (e-KMF®: eni-
Kassandra Meteo Forecast, [24]). 60 hours of forecasted
precipitation are entered into the EWS in advance and
compared to precipitation thresholds related to possible
rainfall-induced landslides. &e exceeding of thresholds
issues the generation of a warning in any segment of the
pipeline network, useful for asset integrity management and
the prevention or mitigation of related hazards.

In this framework, it is evident that the precipitation
forecast plays a crucial role in the proposed EWS: therefore,
a benchmark analysis to assess the performance of weather
forecast generated by the KALM-HD meteorological model
is required before being fully operational and described here
as the scope of the work.

&e study presents the main results for an observation
period of two years between December 1st, 2018, and No-
vember 30th, 2020, about measured meteorological variables
compared to weather forecasts provided by the KALM-HD
model, evaluating data both on the overall period and
seasonal basis without any calibration nor data filtering.&is
benchmark analysis is conducted for temperature, precipi-
tation, and wind forecasts, by matching data coming from
six weather stations placed in the Val d’Agri area. Skill scores
of performances are used to understand the reliability of
these weather forecasts at the lead time day +1, considering
the first 12–36 hours of the forecast horizon, since the model
is daily initialized at 12 UTC.&is warning time is enough to
allow an intervention to mitigate or avoid possible structural

failures induced by ground movements due to significant
rainfall. &e statistical analysis has been evaluated using the
model data at two horizontal resolutions, 1.25 and 5 km, so
that the forecasted meteorological variables were scaled on
the same points where the weather stations are placed.

&e structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 de-
scribes the area of study which is the Val d’Agri catchment in
the Basilicata region in the south of Italy, a complex,
prevalently mountainous, territory in the Mediterranean
basin, highly subjected to hydrological and geological risk
such as floods and landslides. Section 3 highlights the
implemented KALM-HD meteorological model with its
main features and setup schemes and the observed mea-
surements coming from the six weather stations installed in
the southern Apennine region. &e main results and dis-
cussion about the performance of the meteorological model
in comparison with the observed data are illustrated in
Section 4 with a detailed analysis of temperature, precipi-
tation, and wind variables.

2. Area of the Study

2.1. )e Val d’Agri Area, Basilicata Region (Southern Italy).
&e Basilicata region is placed in the south of the Italian
peninsula with two accesses to the sea (Figure 1): the Tyr-
rhenian on the west and the Ionian on the east. &is geo-
graphical situation influences its climate. On one side, there
is the continental element, which dominates the high
pressure, determining hot dry summers and severe dry
winters; on the other side, the Mediterranean sea influences
the Basilicata west coast with humid weather in almost all
seasons. As a whole, the sequence of seasons resembles a very
irregular succession of cyclones and anticyclones, explaining
a sort of its unpredictability and strong weather contrasts
over the years.&us, all districts in this region are affected by
this meteorological instability.

Moreover, Basilicata is experiencing a growing number
of multiday extreme weather situations [25] and, it is also
known for the highest frequency of extreme hydrological
and geological events [26]. For these reasons, it is one of the
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Figure 1: &e application case study is in the Val d’Agri, Basilicata,
Southern Italy. &e blue placemarks identify the seven operational
weather stations specifically installed in the region. Over six of
them, a benchmark analysis for short-term temperature forecasts
has been carried out.
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Italian regions most prone to hydrogeological hazard, in
which nearly 50% of the towns are classified as exposed at
high risk of landslides or floods [27–29], due to its geological
characteristics and dynamics of precipitation, which pro-
duce extensive damages to regional urban areas and infra-
structures [30]. From historical analyses [31], it is emerged
that about 80% of the considered events occur after pre-
cipitation with a duration from 1 to 6 days of which about
60% is between 2 and 3 days, with a range of average
precipitation intensity between 0.5mm/h and 3.5mm/h; the
remaining 20% concerns events lasting up to 15 days.
Furthermore, about 60% of the landslides were triggered by
rain events with return periods of less than 5 years (in
particular, more than 30% of them have less than 2 years),
while events with a return period greater than 20 years
represent about 25%.

In this context, the Val d’Agri area matches all the
mentioned characteristics in terms of hydrological and
geological hazards in accordance with other studies in the
Mediterranean basin [32, 33]. Numerous active landslides
are present in this territory, and the above-cited past ana-
lyses also demonstrate the importance of observations to
measure the rainfall intensity and duration. For this reason,
further weather stations have been installed over this area of
study to collect data where other near-surface measurements
are less available. &ese measurements are compared to
temperature, precipitation, and wind forecasts, daily pro-
duced by the KALM-HD model.

3. Materials and Methods

A project aimed to implement an early warning system
(EWS) for geohazards has been developed by the ENI
company, following the need to support the integrity
management of oil and gas pipelines and to plan andmanage
possible criticalities along the assets in a region strongly
affected by several hydrological and geological facts. &e
EWS is capable of forecasting potential hydrological and
geological risks related to natural events (e.g., flooding and
slope instability) with a particular focus on possible land-
slides, triggered or reactivated by local weather occurrences.
In this context, meteorological observations and forecasts
turn out to be fundamental components of data integration
in the implemented system as shown in Figure 2.

However, to ensure high reliability of weather forecasts
in the implemented EWS, a deep analysis is necessary to
assess its performance before being fully active.

Comparisons between weather station data and the KALM-
HD meteorological forecasts for temperature, precipitation,
and wind have been executed between December 1st, 2018,
and November 30th, 2020. As proposed by Giunta et al., [34],
in order to calculate the model performance, common skill
scores from the scientific literature are used: the mean error
(ME), the mean absolute error (MAE), the root mean square
error (RMSE), the determination coefficient R2, and the
Nash-Sutcliffe (NS) index [35–37].

Values have been scaled to the points where weather
stations are installed, but no calibrations nor filters [38] have
been used in this comparison since the aim is to verify the
performance of the model itself without any post-processing
correction algorithm. Two years of data can give a good test
evaluation across different seasons and weather patterns,
although general conclusions cannot be drawn about the
KALM-HD uncertainties and their impacts on the EWS,
since only a small percentage of severe events has occurred
in these analyzed years. Lastly, possible biases to be corrected
are highlighted and analyzed considering both the two
different horizontal resolutions at 1.25 and 5 km of the
KALM-HD model.

3.1.)eKALM-HDMeteorologicalModel. In the framework
of the e-KMF® project, originally built for making weather
predictions from short-term to seasonal scale [24–39], a
LEPS (limited-area ensemble prediction system) has been
developed and implemented a few years ago. &is system
benefits from the initial and boundary conditions from the
global scale ensemble prediction produced by e-KMF®. &e
LEPS methodology allows combining the benefits of the
probabilistic approach with the high-resolution detail of a
limited-area model (LAM), and a better representation of
local characteristics has a key role in a good prediction of all
near-surface parameters. &is LEPS, together with its un-
certainty issues, gave rise to an application, named KALM
(Kassandra ALpine Model), used in the Alps area at 3 km as
horizontal resolution.

&is original model was further developed for local areas,
and a new improved version, the KALM-HD (high defini-
tion) at a 1.25 km resolution, has been inserted in the
geohazard application for the Val d’Agri case study.
Computation on a larger domain at 5 km as horizontal
resolution provides boundary conditions to the inner model
at 1.25 km, and, in this study, it has been also assessed in
comparison with observations to better understand the ef-
fects of the mesh grid size (Figure 3) in an area characterized

Table 1: Geographical positions and altitudes of the six weather stations installed in the Val d’Agri area and used in the analysis of the model
performance.

n. Weather station Location GPS coordinates Altitude (m)
1 Area Pozzo, Agri 1 Marsico Nuovo, Loc. Campo Reale 40°25′43″N 15°44′53″E 840
2 Area Pozzo, Cerro Falcone 2 Calvello, Loc. Bosco Auterio 40°26′13″N 15°47′59″E 1330
3 Area Pozzo, ALLI4, Monte ENOC 10 Viggiano, Loc. Masseria Cascia 40°22′52″N 15°52′39″E 1290
4 Area Pozzo, Costa Molina 2 Montemurro, C.da Costa Molina 40°19′31″N 15°59′21″E 1040
5 Area Eni Cova Viggiano 40°19′11″N 15°54′13″E 880
6 Area Pozzo, Innesto 2 Marsico Nuovo, C.da Spineto 40°21′47″N 15°47′08″E 600
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by a complex orography, narrow valleys, and strong ther-
mal-dynamical effects.

During that development, PBL (planetary boundary
layer) schemes, land-surface processes, treatment of orog-
raphy, and choices of physical schemes in the KALM-HD
model have been deeply revised, showing their importance
in those mountainous areas at such horizontal resolutions.
&e ensemble spread, which is also a significant issue, due to
the limited number of members used, has to be considered
with the linkage of the traditional downscaling mechanism.
Concerning this aspect, a dynamical downscaling approach
has been adopted for the KALM-HD. However, the
knowledge of local characteristics and the definition of
observed data were important. &is latter can be used to
define dynamics and thermodynamics in the local domain
and to get a reasonable predictability horizon, which is
usually reduced with an increased resolution. Moreover, the
effects of interaction between synoptic circulation and
mesoscale may be remarkable on all atmospheric variables
and, particularly, to the near-surface ones in an area where
topographic features are relevant to the small-scale fluxes.

3.1.1. )e KALM-HD Ensemble Prediction Model. As cited
above, the local ensemble prediction system (LEPS) meth-
odology used by the KALM-HD model is based on the idea
of reducing the number of LAM needed integrations by an

order of magnitude, retaining a large amount of the global
ensemble information, and decreasing the number of en-
semble elements subjected to LAM runs. &e modeling
chain starts with the e-KMF® global forecast system, which
uses the same multimodel and ensemble technique as in
[24], but with a horizontal resolution of 0.5°; therefore,
outputs of the whole ensemble system have the same reg-
ularly spaced latitude-longitude grid. Each member is ini-
tialized by the corresponding initial conditions of the 20
members of the GEFS (global ensemble forecast system) by
the NCEP (National Center for Environmental Prediction).
&e number of 40 members of the obtained ensemble can be
doubled using a time-lagged technique with the two data
runs at 00 and 12 UTC, obtaining a total of 80 members.
Computational considerations motivate the use of forecasts
based on lagged ensembles, whereby forecasts initialized at
different starting dates, but verified on the same target date,
are averaged. &e next step is grouping the global ensemble
members into several clusters and then choosing a repre-
sentative member (RM) within each one. Every RM is
representative of the possible evolution scenario associated
with each cluster which provides both initial and boundary
conditions for a high-resolution LAM integration. &e
following step is the intermediate computation by the
KALM-HD model on a centered domain at 5 km as a
horizontal resolution on Italy to provide boundary condi-
tions to the inner model at 1.25 km. At this step, no data
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Figure 2: &e early warning system workflow diagram. &e light-yellow box highlights meteorological components as data integration in
the project.
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assimilation is carried out to reduce computational costs.
Finally, the KALM-HD model is ready to compute forecasts
on the Basilicata region and over the Val d’Agri area at
1.25 km as horizontal resolution.

Since precipitation is the main driving variable for any
hydrogeological application; its definition in terms of lo-
calization and intensity is very crucial for the local-scale
applicationmade by the KALM-HD in Val d’Agri; hence, the
model at 1.25 km makes forecast up to 60 hours. &is is
because in such a complex topography and at a resolution
comparable to the convective scale, predictability may be
quite short. However, it is true that increasing horizontal
grid resolutions into the convective-allowing regime may
lead to significant improvements in convective forecast
guidance, especially in this area.

3.2. Data Assimilation Process. All available measurements
should be used in the KALM-HD model data assimilation,

which provides an objective methodology to combine ob-
servational and model information, giving an estimate of the
most likely atmospheric state and its uncertainty. &is ap-
proach adds value to the observations, by filling in the space-
time gaps to observations, and the model, by constraining it
with the measurements [40]. Moreover, local station data
can be also used to calibrate forecasts at those points. Surface
observations (2m air temperature and relative humidity,
winds, and pressure) may have relatively good spatial (a few
kilometers) and time resolution (one hour or less), but their
use in atmospheric data assimilation has proven to be
substantially difficult. In the KALM-HD, an ensemble
Kalman Filter (EnKF, [41]) scheme has been applied, which
extracts dynamical information directly from the forecast
model, and it produces analysis increments that depend on
the local state of the PBL and its recent history. &e main
advantages of the EnKF provide an estimate of the forecast
and analysis error covariances, and that is much simpler to
implement than 4D-Var. &e EnKF can be viewed as an

Value

DEM [m]

Val d’Agri ENI weather stations
KALM-HD model 5 km
KALM-HD model 1.25 km 0 2.5 5 10 Kilometers

High : 1817

Low : 350

Figure 3:&e two horizontal grid resolutions of the meteorological model KALM-HD at 1.25 km (blue dots) and 5 km (red squares).&e six
weather stations (yellow dots) used in the benchmark analysis are represented in the figure as well.
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approximate version of the Kalman Filter, in which the state
distribution is represented by a sample or “ensemble” from
the distribution itself. &is ensemble is, then, propagated
forward through time and updated when new data become
available. &e ensemble representation is a form of dimen-
sion reduction, which leads to computational feasibility even
for very high-dimensional systems. In the EnKF, the relative
weighting in the analysis between the background and ob-
servations, and the influence of observations away from the
station locations, are determined by anisotropic and inho-
mogeneous background covariances. &ese covariances, in
turn, are estimated from the ensemble itself of the short-
range forecasts, using the full nonlinear model, and the
covariances will, therefore, change as the PBL evolves, as
shown by Hacker and Snyder [42] using a single-column
model, and Fujita [43] assimilating actual surface observa-
tions in the EnKF. In addition, to examine the role of forecast
model error, they demonstrated important improvements in
the analysis of mesoscale features for two severe weather
cases as well as improvements lasting 6–12 h in the subse-
quent forecasts. Meng and Zhang [44] briefly examined the
assimilation of surface observations in a case study of a
mesoscale convective vortex, but they found little influence
on the short-range forecast. &e effectiveness of the EnKF in
the assimilation of surface observations and the improve-
ments of the following forecasts in the boundary layer and
further aloft as well as at the surface, has been confirmed by
several studies [45]. Surface pressure observations reflect the

distribution of mass vertically integrated through the depth
of the entire atmosphere, and their use in the EnKF has been
explored by Dirren [46] and Compo [47], for example. &e
assimilation of surface pressure should improve the forecast
in terms of a better dynamical representation, which, in turn,
can influence all other parameters.

&e EnKF in the KALM-HD has then been based on the
above-cited studies to develop the model data assimilation.
However, the implemented system in this study largely
ignores forecast model errors, despite their potential im-
portance in the PBL and, therefore, in the assimilation of
surface observations. In fact, in the present paper, the system
only includes a spatially and temporally varying, adaptive
inflation [48], which compensates for underestimation of the
analysis variance by the EnKF as well as under dispersion in
the ensemble forecasts owing to un-representedmodel error.
&ere are other possible approaches specifically aimed at
representing model uncertainties within the EnKF,
employing multiple suites of physical parameterizations
[43–49] and including an additive noise or “backscatter”
scheme within the model [50]. &ese approaches may be
analyzed in the future evolution of the model data
assimilation.

3.3. Local Weather Measurements. Six weather stations,
shown in Table 1 and Figure 4, were installed between June
and August 2018, while a seventh was mounted a year later,

Agri 1 ENI Cova Area Innesto 2

Cerro Falcone 2 Monte Enoc 10 Costa Molina 2

Figure 4: &e six weather stations installed in the Val d’Agri basin by the Eni company.
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Figure 5: An overview of the real time monitoring control for the six weather stations in the Val d’Agri catchment.
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in November 2019. For this reason, the comparison between
observed and forecasted data has been carried out only with
the first six, covering a period of two years as an available
dataset. Observed temperature and wind data are discussed
with forecasts on an hourly basis, while precipitations are
aggregated on a daily scale.&e performance analysis carried
out at lead time day +1 covers the first 12–36 hours out of 60
of the whole forecast horizons, as the model run is daily
initialized at 12 UTC.

All the weather stations are under regular maintenance
and control service by the Eni staff and by the authors
themselves. However, some technical problems occurred
during these two years of dataset, hence, missing days are
omitted in this analysis; this also explains why the total
percentages of analyzed events regarding precipitation and
wind plots are not 100%, since the remaining difference is
attributed to those days and hours with no available data
which were conveniently filtered out.

All installed weather stations (Figure 4) are Davis
Vantage Pro 2 of modern technology, which allow the real-
time acquisition of main meteorological variables: air

temperature and relative humidity, atmospheric pressure,
precipitation, wind speed, and direction, and further derived
parameters such as the heat index, wind chill, and dew point.
&rough a GPRS modem connection, transmitted data can
be consulted by all operators of the EWS project who can
check in real time local weather and environmental con-
ditions (Figure 5) and make all proper actions and decisions
for management and planning of the territory.

4. Results and Discussion

&e following analyses show the comparison between the
KALM-HD model forecast, using the two available hori-
zontal resolutions at 1.25 km and 5 km, respectively, and the
observed weather data by the six weather stations located in
Val d’Agri for an overall two-year period, from December
1st, 2018, to November 30th, 2020, and for each season. Due
to their positions near the bottom of the valleys and near the
edge of the mountains, weather stations are divided into two
categories: “valley stations” (Agri 1, Area Innesto 2, and Eni
Cova) and “mountain stations” (Cerro Falcone 2, Monte
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Figure 7: Scatter plots of the KALM-HD model with 5 km as grid resolution vs. observed data for the hourly temperature forecast over the
six stations at day +1 as lead time for the whole two years of the observation period. On the left are the “valley stations,” and on the right are
the “mountain stations.”
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Enoc 10, and Costa Molina 2). &erefore, the following
results are consequently displayed when referring to these
two classes. An analysis of seasonal characteristics has also
been carried out to look at possible differences linked to each
three-month period of winter (DJF), spring (MAM), sum-
mer (JJA), and autumn (SON) included in the observation
period.

It is worthwhile to remember that the conducted analysis
evaluates the performance of the KALM-HD raw values,
using both the horizontal resolutions without any post-
processing of the model output nor calibration at the
forecast point.

4.1. )e KALM-HD Comparison between Forecasts and
Observations

4.1.1. Temperature Analysis. Regarding temperatures, re-
sults show a better performance for the higher resolution
model over all six weather stations, in terms of ME, MAE,
RMSE, R2, and NS index. A significant outcome is the better

performance found over the three mountain stations in
comparison with the valley ones. In fact, the determination
coefficient is about 0.96 for those located at the top of the
hills, while for the others on the valley floor is between 0.83
and 0.89 considering the two grid resolutions. &e same
outcome is observed for the NS index which is above 0.80
and 0.90 for valley and mountain stations, respectively. As
far as concerning the MAE, this is generally between 1.17°C
and 1.89°C for the mountain stations, while it is between
2.29°C and 2.79°C for the valley ones. &is latter score could
certainly be improved since an acceptable threshold of 2°C is
set as focal target in temperature prediction [34]. However,
this flaw can mainly be explained by the pronounced
orography present in the Val d’Agri area (see Figure 3). In
fact, sites located at the bottom of valleys are generally af-
fected by those phenomena of complex terrain, typically at
mesoscale α or β [51], such as thermal inversion during
nights, subsidence, and katabatic effects due to local wind
circulation, which are difficult to be properly foreseen even
by a weather model at such a resolution of 1.25 km. As it is
shown in Figures 6 and 7, the meteorological model has the
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tendency to overestimate low temperatures (especially
during cold months) over the valley stations, in comparison
with the mountain ones, where temperature values are
mostly affected by the interaction of synoptic patterns, which
are generally more predictable. Notwithstanding this, it is
relevant to remark that all skill scores obtained by the
KALM-HD model with the two grid resolutions are rea-
sonably satisfactory during these two years of comparisons,
especially over mountain sites.

Concerning the seasonal behavior, wintertime forecast
errors are greater than in the other seasons in the valley
stations, and emphasizing the unresolved thermal inversion
effects (Figures 8 and 9).

In winter, local subsidence plays an important role in fair
weather conditions and, due to the geographical confor-
mation of the area, the daytime breakup of the temperature
inversion is more difficult. It is well-known that valleys
produce their own local wind systems as a result of thermal
differences [52]. &e most developed and symmetric wind
system might be anticipated in a deep, straight valley with a
north-south axis. Some asymmetries may develop with time

due to the diurnal variation of the solar radiation input to
west- and east-facing slopes. In this case, the main valley
near the measurement points is mostly east-west oriented
with a sensible difference in terms of solar radiation along
seasons. In the case of sunlight, larger-scale winds, up-valley,
and upslope, usually form during the day due to surface
heating. At night, surface cooling commonly leads to
drainage flows in the reverse direction. &is representation
may be also influenced by the presence of small orthogonal
valleys which may interact with the cross-valley wind
component linked to the differential solar heating of the
valley slopes.

In nocturnal situations, the coldest (and densest) air
settles down to the lowest level, and, therefore, the potential
temperature increases with height above the valley floor.
Over this stably stratified layer of the atmosphere, the
normal adiabatic decrease of temperature with height
usually prevails. For all these considerations, mountain
stations do not show significant differences in all seasons.

Due to these topographic-induced characteristics and
some model limitations to reproducing narrow valley
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Figure 9: Scatter plots of the KALM-HD model with 1.25 km as grid resolution vs. observed data for the hourly temperature forecast in
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thermal cycles, the temperature prediction in the valley
stations can be improved by post-processing forecast data,
calibrated by local observations. &is can be made by using,
for example, a Kalman Filter [53] for discrete time points in a
space-state model, which has shown to be extremely effective
and computationally efficient. Preliminary analyses, not
shown here, have given a significant improvement in terms
of skill scores in the valley stations (e.g., the MAE drops
below the 2°C thresholds), while only a little or nearly no
improvements have been obtained in mountain stations. As
expected, spring and autumn have shown some intermediate
characteristics between summer and winter, and they will
not be shown here for the sake of brevity.

4.1.2. Precipitation Analysis. As for temperatures, precipi-
tation forecasts are scaled on the points where the weather
stations are located and aggregated at daily scale. &e results
generally depict a very similar behavior for the KALM-HD
model with the two grid resolutions, although a slightly
better performance has been found for the coarser one. &is
can be explained by considering an excess of drizzle or light
rain events associated with the model overestimation of
convection at 1.25 km which has not been found in the
smoother grid at 5 km. Figures 10 and 11 clearly show how
the MAE grows as daily precipitation thresholds increase.
Most of the analyzed data are in the first bin (<1mm) which
also includes those days with no (forecasted/observed)
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Figure 12: Seasonal MAE for precipitation thresholds in the two years of the observation period over the six weather stations at day +1 as
lead time for the KALM-HD model with 1.25 km.
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precipitation. On the contrary, a very small percentage
(<1%) of severe events has occurred in the two investigated
years with high rainfall values still a challenge to be pre-
dicted; in fact, thresholds greater than 40mm show mean
absolute errors higher than 30mm with both resolutions of
the KALM-HD model. No significant differences are here
noticed about valley and mountain stations in terms of
MAE, albeit a very slight worsening of the performance can
be found over valley weather stations, where the KALM-HD
model appears less able to predict some unstable conditions;
this latter characteristic may be quite typical over regions
with pronounced orography. &e intrinsically limited pre-
dictability of the small scales, including convection, requires
not only the use of ensembles to generate probabilistic
forecasts and assess their confidence [54, 55], but those
ensembles require refined initial conditions, which can be

obtained by the data assimilation of spatially dense obser-
vations [56]. It has been shown [57] that enKF assimilation
of radar data may have led to increased forecast skill, but, for
the application in Val d’Agri, radar data poorly cover the
highest resolution domain, and they cannot be used in the
data assimilation of the model. Another impact may come
from the latent heat nudging, which has not been imple-
mented here, due to its influence on deep convection.

Looking at the seasonal behavior, greater values of MAE
are once again found for higher rainfall thresholds, particu-
larly in summer and autumn seasons for both grid resolutions
of the KALM-HD model (Figures 12 and 13), while win-
tertime shows a lower number of precipitation errors in each
threshold bin, which is in agreement with the local rainfall
regimes. No relevant seasonal differences are found among
stations, according to themain dependence of precipitation by
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Figure 13: Seasonal MAE for precipitation thresholds in the two years of the observation period over the six weather stations at day +1 as
lead time for the KALM-HD model with 5 km.
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synoptic ormesoscale fluxes, and onlymarginally by very local
conditions, maybe with some exceptions for severe events.
However, as noted before, this latter element is probably

linked to some limitations of the KALM-HD model to well
predict locally induced unstable conditions, which are less
relevant in winter than in the other three seasons.
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Figure 14: Mean errors for wind speed thresholds in the two years of the observation period over the six weather stations at day +1 as lead
time for the KALM-HD model with 1.25 km. Values in red are referred to as the percentage of analyzed events in each bin.
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Figure 15: Mean errors for wind speed thresholds in the two years of the observation period over the six weather stations at day +1 as lead
time for the KALM-HD model with 5 km. Values in red are referred to as the percentage of analyzed events in each bin.
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4.1.3. Wind Analysis. &e third considered meteorological
variable is wind speed, which may be important under
several aspects, but, in our context, it has a significant
impact on the vegetation of this typical forestry area during
the passage of severe storms. Hence, its mechanical action
can destabilize the soil increasing the risk of debris flows
and slope instability. In this study, thresholds have been
conventionally subdivided taking into account those wind
velocities which allow generating of energy production, as
many wind farms have been installed by the ENI company
in the surrounding area of study. Usually, wind speeds
below 10 km/h cannot be utilized for wind power, other-
wise, values between 10 km/h and 40 km/h are useful for
energy production, while intensities above 40 km/h are
considered critical conditions.

As for temperatures, results depict a better perfor-
mance for the model with the highest resolution, com-
paring measurements with forecasts over the six weather
stations. In Figures 14 and 15, a deeper investigation of the
ME for wind forecasts is shown using both the model
grids. As depicted in the figures, the ME is small, i.e., a
good agreement between the model forecast and observed
weather data, for low wind velocities which are the ma-
jority of analyzed cases. However, as for precipitation,
increasing the wind speed threshold, the ME tends to
grow. Clearly, it is worthwhile to mention that the KALM-
HD has a general tendency to underestimate observed
values over all six weather stations. &is may be connected
to the capability of the model to describe wind regimes in
this terrain where the local topography represents a very
complex and variable geometry. In fact, a systematic
change of valley depth, width, and length induces dif-
ferences in the cross- and along-valley flow field and
thermal structure of the boundary layer, as we above noted
discussing the analysis of temperatures. &e deeper the
valley, the stronger the up-valley winds, and more favored
are the formation of vertically stacked circulation cells and
an elevated valley inversion layer. Even if this latter
characteristic cannot be verified in the Val d’Agri basin,
due to a lack of observed vertical profiles and considering
all available data including topography, this elevated
inversion layer often seems disturbed by the interaction
between mesoscale circulation and local thermally driven
winds. Only, at Eni Cova station, a slight overestimation is
found for low wind regimes in all seasons, due to its
position at the bottom of the slope and the presence of
drainage flows by a very small north-south oriented valley,
not resolved by the model, which may reduce the real wind
speeds at that place.

&is general underestimation of wind speed forecasts over
the six weather stations is confirmed even at seasonal behavior
(not shown here for the sake of brevity). &is may depend on
different causes: in winter and summer, this can be due to an
insufficient estimation of upslope and downslope regimes due
to the topographic features, among other effects, while in
autumn and spring it can be due to the interaction of fluxes at
sub-synoptic and mesoscale with local circulation induced by
orography and thermal characteristics. As noted for tem-
perature, the forecast error is generally less pronounced for

mountain stations, mostly affected by the interaction of
synoptic patterns, which are generally more predictable.

5. Conclusions

In the framework of an EWS, essential data come from a
weather forecast model to be run at the local scale.&e KALM-
HD model, based on a local ensemble prediction system, has
been applied to investigate the forecast performance in the Val
d’Agri area, Basilicata region, in Southern Italy: an Apennine
territory affected by several landslides and floods due to its
geological characteristics and the dynamics of rainfalls.

&is study has concerned with the comparison between
two-year hourly and daily predicted and observed data, from
December 1st, 2018, to November 30th, 2020, at day +1 as a
lead time of forecast in six places, where weather stations are
installed and forecast values are scaled to these points.

&e benchmark analysis is made by using different skill
scores and considering two different model horizontal
resolutions: 1.25 km and 5 km.

Results show how the best scores are achieved for the
1.25 km horizontal resolution model in comparison with the
5 km one, concerning temperature and wind forecasts,
mostly affected by the interaction of synoptic patterns, which
are generally more predictable, while an overestimation in
drizzle or light precipitation events slightly worse the per-
formance at 1.25 km.

In regards to temperature data, high scores are
achieved for the mountain stations, where valleys’ thermal
conditions have little influence. On the contrary, in the
valley stations, it may be necessary the application of a
filtering method to improve the forecast of this variable,
especially in winter (DJF), when local subsidence plays an
important role. Concerning precipitation, no relevant
seasonal differences are found between valley and
mountain stations as forecast errors: this is in agreement
with the dependence of precipitations mainly by synoptic
and mesoscale fluxes, and only marginally by very local
conditions with some exceptions in summer (JJA) and
autumn (SON) for intense events. Regarding wind speed,
which is more difficult to forecast over bottom points of
closed valleys, mountain points show lower deviation from
observed values than the valley ones, and a general un-
derestimation is present in all seasons and nearly in all
stations, except at Eni Cova station where forecasts slightly
overestimate low wind speeds.

In conclusion, the KALM-HD short-term forecast un-
certainties are quantified with respect to in situ measure-
ments. By increasing the grid spacing from 5 km to 1.25 km,
generally, the KALM-HD better represents the reference
observations in complex terrain. We believe that KALM-HD
has the potential to serve as an input model for forcing
parameters needed by the EWS, and we will further in-
vestigate the such application. EWS can be easily applied to
other areas of interest where critical infrastructures (not only
pipelines) can be monitored preventing or mitigating pos-
sible hydrogeological risks. In fact, the same approach has
now been implemented in the SecureGas project, in the
framework of the European Horizon 2020, which aims at
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securing the European Gas Network from cyberphysical
threats. In this latter project, forecast data from the KALM-
HD model are provided for a large region covering the
North-West of Italy [58]. Once again, the meteorological
forecasts and observations are a necessary input to the
geohazard modeling system, which triggers early warnings
in case of risk in rainfall-induced landslides. &is other
application has taken advantage of the knowledge and ex-
perience of what has been developed for the Val d’Agri area,
demonstrating its capability to be generally extended where
critical infrastructures may be threatened by weather-related
geohazards.
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